ABSTRACT. A monic endomorphism of a structure A can be extended to an automorphism uf a larger structure A
INTRODUCTION.
It is known [1, Thm. VII. 3 .4] that monic endomorphisms of an algebraic structure A can be extended to automorphisms of a larger structure A of the same type. In a recent paper [3] , Jordan studied the relationship between the two structures in the case in which A is an associative ring. The constructions of A in [1] and [3] are quite different.
In this paper, we investigate what can be said in general about the relationship between the properties of A and the properties of A Our main result is that all of the "universal formulas" satisfied by the operations and relations on A which are compatible with the given endomorphisms will also be satisfied by the extensions of the operations and relations to A In comparison to [1] , we slightly weaken the hypotheses and broaden the scope of the investigation to include relations, universal first-order formulas, and relationships involving more than one structure. Our results apply to non-algebraic structures, such as metric spaces.
In Section 2, we start with a monoid M acting on a set A and construct a map from A to a "universal" A on which M acts by bijections. We show that A is uniquely determined by certain of its properties. After developing some additional properties, we turn in Section 3 to the question of extending operations and relations from A to A We also indicate how the analogous procedure may be carried out when relatiolships with other structurt.s are i,volved. We co,clude thu paper with three exan,ples, showing how our techniques may bc empluycd.
UNIVERSAL M-SETS.
Recall that a monoid is a set 14 together (a,l!l= a*al, a*a2_(: We see that admissible operations, functions, and relations on M-sets may be viewed as M-set maps. By Theorem 2, each has a unique extension from M to M* Moreover, any relationship between certain M-sets which may be expressed as saying that a certain composite of M-set maps into the M-set T has constant value 1 will hold when we pass from M to M by Proposition 3, a composite defined in terms of a product in I will be defined in the corresponding manner in ( This result is quite powerful. We shall work out some consequences for the case in which a single M-set is involved.
We shall describe what we mean by a "universal formula" for an M-set A The basic building blocks for the formula are the admissible constants of A and the variables Xl,X 2
The formula will be a finite expression; let us say that the variables that occur in it are among x I (1(al)(c)A*)-iya ((ar)(E)Y) f*((al '(ar)) (C)*)-1= (f(al ar))(E)*) -1 Since the same argument goes through for relations, we have the following result. 
